Roza Jaso  
active Haiti  
*Lo Hizo Roza Jaso... sampler*, 1820-1860  
Haiti  
wool thread on canvas mesh, embroidering  
William Bridges Thayer Memorial, 1928.6827

Reginald Herard, 1956-1999  
born Haiti  
active United States  
*Totem Tanz*, 1993  
oil on canvas  
Gift of Christian McGeachy, 1995.0040
**Haiti**
*standing figure*, late 1800s-1987
Haiti
wood, carving, staining
Gift of J. Laurence Day, 2007.6270

**Dominican Republic**
*mortar and pestle*, late 1800s-1966
Dominican Republic
wood, carving
Gift of Andrew M. Torres, 2007.6826.a,b

**Artist unknown**
*Sail Boats and People*, circa 1970
Haiti
paint on hardboard
Mary Lou Vansant Hughes Collection, 2011.0248

**Gesner Armand, 1936-2008**
*born Croix-des-Bouquets, Haiti*
*active Haiti*
*Doves*, circa 1970
oil or watercolor on hardboard
Mary Lou Vansant Hughes Collection, 2011.0249
Frantz Beauvoir  
active Haiti  
*Erzuli as Piper*, 1974  
paint on hardboard  
Mary Lou Vansant Hughes Collection, 2011.0250

Rigaud S. Benoît, 1911-1986  
born Port-au-Prince, Haiti  
active Haiti  
*Gathering Pomegranates*, 1973  
oil on hardboard  
Mary Lou Vansant Hughes Collection, 2011.0251

Wilson Bigaud, 1931-2010  
born Port-au-Prince, Haiti  
active Haiti  
*Café*, circa 1970  
oil on hardboard  
Mary Lou Vansant Hughes Collection, 2011.0252

Wilson Bigaud, 1931-2010  
born Port-au-Prince, Haiti  
active Haiti  
*Roses*, circa 1970  
oil on hardboard  
Mary Lou Vansant Hughes Collection, 2011.0253
Wilson Bigaud, 1931-2010  
born Port-au-Prince, Haiti  
*Underwater World,*  
oil on hardboard  
Mary Lou Vansant Hughes Collection, 2011.0254

Edgar Brière  
born 1933, Port-au-Prince, Haiti  
*Three Angels with Black Jesus,* circa 1960s  
paint on hardboard  
Mary Lou Vansant Hughes Collection, 2011.0255

Murat Brière, 1938-1988  
born Mirebalais, Haiti  
*Crucifix,* 1966-1976  
iron, cutting, hammering  
Mary Lou Vansant Hughes Collection, 2011.0256

Felix Bryoche  
born 1936, Trouin, Haiti  
active Haiti  
*Flowers and Butterflies,* circa 1970  
paint on hardboard  
Mary Lou Vansant Hughes Collection, 2011.0257
D. J. Cadet  
active Haiti  
*Vase of Orange Flowers*, circa 1970  
paint on hardboard  
Mary Lou Vansant Hughes Collection, 2011.0258

Charles Ermistral (Thialy)  
born 1937, Haiti  
active Haiti  
*Christ Carrying the Cross*, 1973-1976  
paint on hardboard  
Mary Lou Vansant Hughes Collection, 2011.0259

Charles Ermistral (Thialy)  
born 1937, Haiti  
active Haiti  
*Evil Spirits*, 1973-1976  
paint on hardboard  
Mary Lou Vansant Hughes Collection, 2011.0260

Charles Ermistral (Thialy)  
born 1937, Haiti  
active Haiti  
*King of Kings*, 1973-1976  
paint on hardboard  
Mary Lou Vansant Hughes Collection, 2011.0261
Charles Ermistral (Thialy)
born 1937, Haiti
active Haiti
*Tulips*, 1973-1976
paint on hardboard
Mary Lou Vansant Hughes Collection, 2011.0262

Joel Delva
active Haiti
*Christ's resurrection from a checkered tomb*, circa 1970
paint on hardboard
Mary Lou Vansant Hughes Collection, 2011.0263

Gervais Emmanuel Ducasse
1903-1988
born Port-au-Prince, Haiti
*Adam and Eve Driven from Paradise*, circa 1940-1976
paint on hardboard
Mary Lou Vansant Hughes Collection, 2011.0264

Gervais Emmanuel Ducasse
1903-1988
born Port-au-Prince, Haiti
*Parade*, circa 1940-1976
paint on hardboard
Mary Lou Vansant Hughes Collection, 2011.0265
Gervais Emmanuel Ducasse
1903-1988
born Port-au-Prince, Haiti
*The Temptation in the Garden*, circa 1940-1976
paint on hardboard
Mary Lou Vansant Hughes Collection, 2011.0266

Célestin Faustin
born 1948, Lafond, Haiti; died 1981, Pétionville, Haiti
active Haiti
*Snake and Spider*, 1973
paint on hardboard
Mary Lou Vansant Hughes Collection, 2011.0267

Célestin Faustin
born 1948, Lafond, Haiti; died 1981, Pétionville, Haiti
active Haiti
*Sword of Damocles*, 1973
paint on hardboard
Mary Lou Vansant Hughes Collection, 2011.0268

Arnoux Florexil
active Haiti
*Pink Flamingo*, circa 1970
paint on hardboard
Mary Lou Vansant Hughes Collection, 2011.0269
A. Gabriel
active Haiti
*Road Along a Cemetery,*
paint on hardboard
Mary Lou Vansant Hughes Collection, 2011.0270

Max H. Gerbier
born 1951, Milot, Haiti
active Haiti
*Bourgeois Dining,* circa 1970
oil on hardboard
Mary Lou Vansant Hughes Collection, 2011.0271

Max H. Gerbier
born 1951, Milot, Haiti
active Haiti
*CapHaitian, Washing Day,* circa 1970
oil on hardboard
Mary Lou Vansant Hughes Collection, 2011.0272

Max H. Gerbier
born 1951, Milot, Haiti
active Haiti
*End of Day,* circa 1970
oil on hardboard
Mary Lou Vansant Hughes Collection, 2011.0273

Max H. Gerbier
born 1951, Milot, Haiti
active Haiti
*Nude Woman on a Horse,* circa 1970
oil on hardboard
Mary Lou Vansant Hughes Collection, 2011.0274
Max H. Gerbier
born 1951, Milot, Haiti
active Haiti
*Peasant Abode*, circa 1970
oil on hardboard
Mary Lou Vansant Hughes Collection, 2011.0275

Descourcel Gourgue
born 1927, Port-au-Prince, Haiti
active Haiti
*Three Birds in a Tree*, circa 1970
paint on hardboard
Mary Lou Vansant Hughes Collection, 2011.0276
Descourcel Gourgue  
born 1927, Port-au-Prince, Haiti  
active Haiti  
*Two Birds in a Tree with Three Butterflies*, circa 1970  
paint on hardboard  
Mary Lou Vansant Hughes Collection, 2011.0277

Jacques-Enguërrand Gourgue  
born 1931, Port-au-Prince, Haiti; died 1996, Port-au-Prince, Haiti  
*Rainforest Glade*, circa 1970  
oil on hardboard  
Mary Lou Vansant Hughes Collection, 2011.0278
Alexandre Gregoire, 1922-2001  
born Jacmel, Haiti  
active Haiti  
*Bowl of Fruit*, circa 1970  
paint on hardboard  
Mary Lou Vansant Hughes Collection, 2011.0279

H. J. Laurent, 1893-1976  
active Haiti  
*three people coming from market, a man carrying two eggplants and two women*, mid 1900s  
paint on hardboard  
Mary Lou Vansant Hughes Collection, 2011.0280

Janvier Louisjuste  
born Croix-des-Bouquets, Haiti  
active Haiti  
*man with raised arm and bird on head*, circa 1970  
iron  
Mary Lou Vansant Hughes Collection, 2011.0281

Edouard Jean  
born 1953, Cap-Haïtien, Haiti  
active Haiti  
*Dessalines Receives Pétion and Wife Algaïde*, circa 1970  
paint on hardboard  
Mary Lou Vansant Hughes Collection, 2011.0282
Serge Jolimeau  
born 1952, Croix-des-Bouquets, Haiti  
active Haiti  
*Man and Goat?*, 1972-1976  
recycled steel oil drum  
Mary Lou Vansant Hughes Collection, 2011.0283

---

Serge Jolimeau  
born 1952, Croix-des-Bouquets, Haiti  
active Haiti  
*Sea Goddesses*, 1972-1976  
recycled steel oil drum  
Mary Lou Vansant Hughes Collection, 2011.0284

---

Serge Jolimeau  
born 1952, Croix-des-Bouquets, Haiti  
active Haiti  
*Siren*, 1972-1976  
recycled steel drum  
Mary Lou Vansant Hughes Collection, 2011.0285

---

Serge Jolimeau  
born 1952, Croix-des-Bouquets, Haiti  
active Haiti  
*Winged Stag*, 1972-1976  
recycled steel oil drum  
Mary Lou Vansant Hughes Collection, 2011.0286
Rigaud S. Benoît, after 1911-1986
born Port-au-Prince, Haiti
active Haiti
Antonio Joseph, artist
untitled, circa 1980
screen print
Mary Lou Vansant Hughes Collection, 2011.0287

Jasmin Joseph
born 1923, Grande-Rivière-du-Nord, Haiti
active Haiti
Blue Guitar, 1970
paint on hardboard
Mary Lou Vansant Hughes Collection, 2011.0288

Jasmin Joseph
born 1923, Grande-Rivière-du-Nord, Haiti
active Haiti
Dancing Bears in Mardi Gras Celebration, 1973
paint on hardboard
Mary Lou Vansant Hughes Collection, 2011.0289

Jasmin Joseph
born 1923, Grande-Rivière-du-Nord, Haiti
active Haiti
Newlyweds Under Tree of Life, circa 1970
terracotta
Mary Lou Vansant Hughes Collection, 2011.0290
Jasmin Joseph
born 1923, Grande-Rivière-du-Nord, Haiti
active Haiti
Paradise, 1969
paint on hardboard
Mary Lou Vansant Hughes Collection, 2011.0291

Louis Joseph, 1932-2007
born Port-au-Prince, Haiti
active Haiti
Market Scene, circa 1970
paint on hardboard
Mary Lou Vansant Hughes Collection, 2011.0292
Jean Kolein
active Haiti

*Beauty Shop*, circa 1970
paint on hardboard
Mary Lou Vansant Hughes Collection, 2011.0293

Philton Latortue
born 1944, Port-au-Prince, Haiti

*still life with basket of flowers, pineapple, and basket of fruit*,
circa 1970
paint on hardboard
Mary Lou Vansant Hughes Collection, 2011.0294
Jacques Laroche  
active Haiti  
*Flowers and Butterflies*, 1970  
paint on hardboard  
Mary Lou Vansant Hughes Collection, 2011.0295
Monique Larose  
active Haiti  
*Pot of Pansies with Hummingbirds*, circa 1970  
paint on hardboard  
Mary Lou Vansant Hughes Collection, 2011.0296

Artist unknown  
Haiti  
nativity scene with three wise men, circa 1970  
paint on hardboard  
Mary Lou Vansant Hughes Collection, 2011.0297

Peterson Laurent, 1888-1958  
born St. Marc, Haiti  
*Barnyard Friends*, 1970  
house paint on hardboard  
Mary Lou Vansant Hughes Collection, 2011.0298

Adam Leontus, 1923-1986  
born Port-au-Prince or Anse-à-Galet, Haiti  
active Haiti  
*Leaves*, circa 1950-1976  
oil on hardboard  
Mary Lou Vansant Hughes Collection, 2011.0299
Adam Leontus, 1923-1986
born Port-au-Prince or Anse-à-Galet, Haiti
active Haiti
*Tropical Bird*, circa 1950-1976
oil on hardboard
Mary Lou Vansant Hughes Collection, 2011.0300

Penius Lerighe (Le Riche)
born 1940, Jacmel, Haiti
*Woman Leading a Blind Man*, circa 1970
paint on hardboard
Mary Lou Vansant Hughes Collection, 2011.0301

Pradel Lucien
born 1923, Haiti
active Haiti
*mother nursing child, boy on a chair inside a hut*, circa 1950-1976
paint on hardboard
Mary Lou Vansant Hughes Collection, 2011.0302
J. Maison IX
active Haiti
*man standing by a tree*, circa 1970
metal
Mary Lou Vansant Hughes Collection, 2011.0303

Michèle Manuel
born 1935, Pètionville, Haiti
active Haiti
*still life*, circa 1970
paint on hardboard
Mary Lou Vansant Hughes Collection, 2011.0304

Jacksin Mesidor
born Cap Haitien, Haiti
*Arche de Noé (Noah's Ark)*, circa 1970
paint on hardboard
Mary Lou Vansant Hughes Collection, 2011.0305
Madsen Mompremier  
born 1952, Gonaïves, Haiti  
active Haiti  
*Island*, 1973-1976  
oil on hardboard  
Mary Lou Vansant Hughes Collection, 2011.0306

Jean Edy Morisset  
active Haiti  
*Voodoo Ceremony*, circa 1970  
paint on hardboard  
Mary Lou Vansant Hughes Collection, 2011.0307

name hidden by frame  
active Haiti  
*three boats on deep blue water*, circa 1970  
paint on hardboard  
Mary Lou Vansant Hughes Collection, 2011.0308
Paul Nemours  
born 1946, Saint Marc, Haiti  
active Haiti  
*Birds in a Tree*, Jun-1973  
paint on hardboard  
Mary Lou Vansant Hughes Collection, 2011.0309

Paul Nemours  
born 1946, Saint Marc, Haiti  
active Haiti  
*Rooster*, 1974  
paint on hardboard  
Mary Lou Vansant Hughes Collection, 2011.0310

Philome Obin, 1892-1986  
born Bas Limbé, Haiti  
active Haiti  
*Erzule's Table*, mid 1900s  
oil on hardboard  
Mary Lou Vansant Hughes Collection, 2011.0311

Daniel Orelus  
born 1946, Haiti  
*People Partying*, circa 1970  
Haiti  
paint on hardboard  
Mary Lou Vansant Hughes Collection, 2011.0312
Damien Paul
born 1941, Drouillard, Haiti
active Haiti
gathering fruit, circa 1970
paint on hardboard
Mary Lou Vansant Hughes Collection, 2011.0313

Salnave Philippe-Auguste, 1908-1989
born St. Marc, Haiti
active Haiti
Colère (Anger),
paint on hardboard
Mary Lou Vansant Hughes Collection, 2011.0314

Salnave Philippe-Auguste, 1908-1989
born St. Marc, Haiti
active Haiti
Tropical Fruits, 1974
paint on hardboard
Mary Lou Vansant Hughes Collection, 2011.0315

Andre Pierre, 1914-2005
born 1914, Port-au-Prince, Haiti; died 2005 Croix-des-Missions, Haiti
active Haiti
The Horseman, circa 1970
oil? on hardboard
Mary Lou Vansant Hughes Collection, 2011.0316
Andre Pierre, 1914-2005  
born 1914, Port-au-Prince, Haiti; died 2005, Croix-des-Missions, Haiti  
active Haiti  
Les Trois Espirits d’Nago (The Three Spirits of Nago), circa 1972  
oil on canvas?  
Mary Lou Vansant Hughes Collection, 2011.0317

Vierge Pierre  
born 1945, Petit Goave, Haiti  
Fruit Filled Basket (like toll painting), on tray, 1968-1976  
metal tray, paint  
Mary Lou Vansant Hughes Collection, 2011.0318

Vierge Pierre  
born 1945, Petit Goave, Haiti  
paint on hardboard  
Mary Lou Vansant Hughes Collection, 2011.0319

Ernst Prophète  
born 1950, Cap-Haïtien, Haiti  
active Haiti  
but...I dreamt, circa 1975  
paint on hardboard  
Mary Lou Vansant Hughes Collection, 2011.0320

Wilner  
active Haiti  
Rejouir (Rejoice), circa 1970  
paint on hardboard  
Mary Lou Vansant Hughes Collection, 2011.0321

S. B.  
active Haiti  
Fruits, circa 1970  
paint on hardboard  
Mary Lou Vansant Hughes Collection, 2011.0322
Bernard Séjourné, 1947-1994
born Port-au-Prince, Haiti
active Haiti
Asefi (enough daughters), 1975
paint on hardboard
Mary Lou Vansant Hughes Collection, 2011.0323

Bernard Séjourné, 1947-1994
born Port-au-Prince, Haiti
active Haiti
Erzuline, 1974
paint on hardboard
Mary Lou Vansant Hughes Collection, 2011.0324

Sepierre
active Haiti
circular framed leaf composition in red and green, circa 1970
paint on hardboard
Mary Lou Vansant Hughes Collection, 2011.0325
Sepierre
active Haiti
*White Flowers*, circa 1970
paint on hardboard
Mary Lou Vansant Hughes Collection, 2011.0326

Jean-Claude Severe
born 1950s, Cap-Haïtien, Haiti
*At the Well*, circa 1970
Haiti
paint on hardboard
Mary Lou Vansant Hughes Collection, 2011.0327

Michel Sinvil
born 1949, Jacmel, Haiti
active Haiti
*Bosou La Croix*, 1976
papier-mâché, paint
Mary Lou Vansant Hughes Collection, 2011.0328
Robert St. Brice, 1893-1973
born 1893, Pétionville, Haiti; died 1973, Port-au-Prince, Haiti
active Haiti
*Erzuli and Evil Spirits*, mid 1900s
paint on hardboard
Mary Lou Vansant Hughes Collection, 2011.0329

Edith Stephane
active Haiti
*mother and children*, circa 1970
paint on hardboard
Mary Lou Vansant Hughes Collection, 2011.0330

St. Pierre Toussaint
born 1923, Kenscoff, Haiti
*Jou Jou*, circa 1950-1976
paint on hardboard
Mary Lou Vansant Hughes Collection, 2011.0331

Haiti
*angel with a trumpet*, circa 1970
metal, paint
Mary Lou Vansant Hughes Collection, 2011.0332

Gerard Valcin, 1923-1988
born Port-au-Prince, Haiti
active Haiti
*Coumbite*, circa 1970
oil on hardboard
Mary Lou Vansant Hughes Collection, 2011.0333
Pierre Joseph-Valcin  
born 1926, Port-au-Prince, Haiti  
*Birds of a Feather*, 1975  
paint on hardboard  
Mary Lou Vansant Hughes Collection, 2011.0334

Pierre Joseph-Valcin  
born 1926, Port-au-Prince, Haiti  
*Hunchback (Bossu)*, circa 1975  
paint on hardboard  
Mary Lou Vansant Hughes Collection, 2011.0335

Pierre Joseph-Valcin  
born 1926, Port-au-Prince, Haiti  
*Ladies Under a Tree Picking and Packing Fruit*, circa 1970  
paint on hardboard  
Mary Lou Vansant Hughes Collection, 2011.0336

Pierre Joseph-Valcin  
born 1926, Port-au-Prince, Haiti  
*Mushrooms*, circa 1970  
paint on hardboard  
Mary Lou Vansant Hughes Collection, 2011.0337
Pierre Joseph-Valcin  
born 192, Port-au-Prince, Haiti  
Spider Web with Spider, circa 1970  
paint on hardboard  
Mary Lou Vansant Hughes Collection, 2011.0338

H. J. Laurent, 1893-1976  
active Haiti  
Angel, circa 1970  
paint on hardboard  
Mary Lou Vansant Hughes Collection, 2011.0339

Jasmin Joseph,  
born 1923, Grande-Rivière-du-Nord, Haiti  
active Haiti  
woman with jug, circa 1950-1976  
terracotta relief  
Mary Lou Vansant Hughes Collection, 2011.0340

Andre Pierre, 1914-2005  
born 1914, Port-au-Prince, Haiti; died 2005, Croix-des-Missions, Haiti  
active Haiti  
Les Trois Espirits d'Nago, circa 1972  
oil on canvas  
Loaned by Harry and Mary Lou Hughes, L2001.001